The discovery of the superconductivity of origination of high T c (superconducting critical temperature) copper oxidized superconductors is a significant research subject. Most of all, the origination of the electrons of Cooper pairs is not only the basis to understand the high T c superconductive mechanism of the copper oxidized superconductors, but also is an important factor in preparing the better superconductors. In this paper, based on the theory of superconductivity of the mechanism of electronic phonons, the principle of electronegative equilibrium is applied in studying the origination of Cooper pairs which is the beginning of high T c copper oxidized superconductivity. Combined with quantum chemical bonds theory, the conclusion is that high T c copper oxidized superconductivity originated from localized electrons of bearing superconducting elements.
Introduction


In 1986, Bednorz and Muller discovered that Ba-La-Cu-O oxides had the high superconducting transition temperature [1] . With the progress of the study, the researchers successively discovered more than 100 kinds of high T c (superconducting critical temperature) superconductors of metallic elements or non-metallic elements based on copper oxides [2] . After more than 20 years' studies of theories and experiments, a comparative agreed descriptions of the high T c copper oxidized superconductive isotopic effect and correlated experimental studies were achieved [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Now, what is clear is that the superconductivity of high T c copper oxides originates from the mechanism of electronic phonons. In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer established the micro theory of BCS (Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer) superconductivity based on the mechanism of the Corresponding author: Xinmin Huang, professor, research fields: superconductivity. E-mail: wangjianwu718@163.com. interaction of electronic phonons [9] , which put forward that the superconductive transition 
Methods
Sanderson pointed out [10] that in the process of forming the materials of multi electronic system by multi atoms, the difference of electro negativity of the elements in every part in the system caused electrons to transfer from the low electro negativity region to the high electro negativity region (that is, from the high chemical potential region to the low chemical potential region) to bring the electro negativity of each element in the materials equation forming electronic system to balance.
That is:
x represent the electro negativity of different elements.
In addition, there is a condition of charge:
X and Q are the electro negativity and total charge, respectively.
In the superconductors bonded formed between the elements, heterogeneity formed because of the existences of the below states.
(1)The atomic natures which formed superconductors and the distributions are different.
(2)The atoms which formed superconductors were same but the bonding ways and distribution are different.
(3)The atoms which formed superconductors and the bonding ways are same but the types of lattice are different.
According to the electronegativities principle in different regions, it could be obtained:
x …are regional electronegativities in different regions.
In the same region：
, , x x x ¢  , they were not necessarily equal.
In the structure of the high T c copper oxidized superconductors, according to the different electric properties, the lattices of the high T c copper oxidized superconductors are divided into conducting layer and carrier layer while the same lattice had:
conductivity layer carrier reservoir [11] .
Characteristics of the Elements Bonds and Superconductivity in the High T c Copper Oxidized Superconductors
Characteristics of Elements Bonding
Pauling [12] holds the opinion that the iconicity of bonds is caused by the differences in the capabilities of electronic attraction of the atoms in molecules. When the attraction capability of electrons by atom B is bigger than atom A and it is big enough to make it form A B + -, this bond is expressed as the ideal ionic bonds. Then, the theoretical value of dipole moment was μ 0 = eR. When the attraction capability of electrons by atom B is not big enough to form A B + -and the charge of bonded electrons slightly deviated to atom B, some ionic bonds are formed.
Hooydonk [13] gave a simple computing method of calculating the relationship between the high iconicity and electronegativity of the bonds.
Origination of High Tc Copper Oxidized Superconductivity of Superconductors from Cooper Pairs
Formed by Localized Electrons 71 [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Conclusions
On the basis of the superconductive theory of the electronic phonon mechanism, the principle of electronegativity equilibrium was adopted to study the electronic origination electronic pairs originated from the high T c copper oxidized superconductivity. It was proposed that the high T c copper oxidized superconductivity originated from the mechanism of electronic phonons and the electrons forming Cooper pairs were those influenced by different interactions of elements Cu and O on CuO 2 plane to make the localized electros which corresponded to Cu o    .
